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WhyThat The aerodynamic possibilities of tail types NEAL WILLFORD, EAA 169108 PHOTOS
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Although V-tailed airplanes first appeared a decade earlier, it wasn’t until Beechcraft introduced the Bonanza in 1946 that this type of tail was seen in large numbers. Testing showed that the control characteristics of the Vtail could be made comparable to a conventional tail—with about 40 percent less interference drag than a conventional tail arrangement. But Vtails have their compromises, too. 66 NOVEMBER 2003



Tail? While walking down the seemingly endless rows of airplanes at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh, you’ll see an amazing variety of tail configurations. The majority has a fixed horizontal surface with movable elevators and rudders. However, you’ll also see V-tails, T-tails, multiple tails, and all-moving tails. Why did their designers choose these types of tails? Only they can answer that question, so let’s discuss the pros and cons of alternative tail types and how you can estimate tail size for a new design. As with the previous articles on aircraft design subjects, a new spreadsheet is available to download from the EAA website at www.eaa.org. Just click on the EAA Sport Aviation cover and scroll down to the November links.



Tail Location The following discussion is for airplanes with the horizontal tail located behind the wing. Canards and three surface airplanes are more difficult to properly analyze due to the interaction between the canard and wing, so those interested in designing one of these should get competent aerodynamic help. Before we take a look at the pros and cons for the different tail types, let’s look at what’s going on aerodynamically at the tail location. A wing generates lift by taking the air flowing over it and deflecting it down toward the ground at some angle. This downwash angle causes the horizontal tail to be flying at a lower angle of attack than the airplane’s wing. Sport Aviation
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When the wing’s angle of attack increases by 1 degree, the downwash angle also changes, but not by the same amount. The rate of



change of downwash at the tail is a measure of how much the downwash angle changes for a 1-degree change in angle of attack. The larg-



Ratio of Change in Downwash at the Tail



Figure 1. Rate of Change of Downwash at the Tail



er this rate is, the worse it affects the airplane’s stability. This rate depends largely on the wing’s lift slope and aspect ratio. Figure 1 (from Reference 1) shows this for wings with an aspect ratio of 6 and 9, and you can see that the higher aspect ratio wing has a lower rate. You can also see that it’s much higher right behind the wing compared to a location further aft, and this is one of the reasons most airplanes have the tail arm-to-MAC (mean aerodynamic chord) ratio between 2.5 and 3.5. Finally, you can see that the vertical location of the horizontal tail with respect to the wing also affects the rate of change of downwash, and the greater the vertical separation, the better. This vertical separation is beneficial whether the tail is located either above or below the wing.



Airflow at the Tail Tail Arm Length/MAC Figure 2. Stabilator Operation



ANTI-SERVO TAB



FULL UP POSITION



HINGE AT 1/4 CHORD



NEUTRAL POSITION Table 1. Stabilator Guidelines Anti-Servo Tab Chord



10% to 20% of Stabilator Chord



Anti-Servo Tab Span



50% to 100% of Stabilator Span



Maximum Stabilator Travel



15 Degrees Up



Maximum Anti-Servo Tab Deflection



20 Degrees Up
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The air that flows over the horizontal tail is often moving at a speed slower than the airplane’s true airspeed. The amount of lift that a wing or tail generates depends on the dynamic pressure that the surface experiences. This pressure is proportional to the airspeed squared. For stability calculations, we only need to know the ratio of the dynamic pressure at the tail to the airplane’s true airspeed dynamic pressure, and wind tunnel tests have shown this ratio is about 0.8 (without propeller effects) for a horizontal tail located on the fuselage tail cone. Wind tunnel data also showed that moving the horizontal tail to the top of the vertical fin causes the dynamic pressure ratio to increase to about 0.95 (again without propeller effects). However, once power is applied, the actual difference between the two different tail positions is usually less, since the tail cone-mounted horizontal will be in the prop wash. Now that we’ve reviewed what’s going on at the tail, let’s take a look at the pros and cons for the different tail types.



All-Moving Tail Dating to the Wright Flyer, the allmoving horizontal tail is actually the oldest form of pitch control for powered aircraft. It eventually fell out of favor with airplane designers and was replaced by the fixed horizontal tail and movable elevator. However, during World War II, NACA (National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics) researchers made a significant improvement in this tail type. They added a tab to the movable surface and rigged it so that it moved in the same direction as the surface, meaning that when the trailing edge moved up, the tab’s trailing edge also moved up. Since it moves in the opposite direction of a normal trim tab, it’s known as an anti-servo tab. The combined movable surface plus anti-servo tab is usually called a stabilator in this country, though our aviation friends in France call it the “monobloc.”



Although most designers opt for a fixed horizontal tail and movable elevator, the all-moving tail, or stabilator, was given a new lease on life with the addition of an anti-servo tab.



John Thorp is usually credited with first using the stabilator on the Lockheed Little Dipper—a little single-seater developed during World War II for the military. He must have been a big fan of the stabilator, because he used it on most of his subsequent designs including the Piper Cherokee and the T-18. Figure 2 shows how a stabilator



works. It is normally hinged at the one-quarter chord of the surface, and as the trailing edge of the horizontal tail moves up, the pushrod attached to the triangle (representing a fixed spot on the fuselage) pulls on the tab so that its trail edge moves up with respect to the stabilator. The reverse would be true if the stabilator moves down.



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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nary design. You don’t want to have too much travel on the stabilator or the tail may stall prematurely. The Cessna 177 Cardinal experienced this early on, leading to the installation of slots in the stabilator to prevent it from premature stalling during a sideslip with full flap deflection. A fixed horizontal tail and movable elevator is aviation’s universal tail type.



The anti-servo tab provides a couple of important benefits. First, it creates a pitching moment around the stabilator hinge line that increases as the surface is rotated. The pilot can feel this as he or she moves the control stick. The designer can tailor the pitch control forces to be as high or low as needed by varying the span, chord, and the amount of deflection of the tab with respect to the main surface. The second benefit of the antiservo tab is that it acts like a flap, increasing the amount of force the tail can generate. This, combined with the large negative incidence achieved when the control stick is pulled all the way back (as depicted in Figure 2) can generate greater downward force while flaring to land than a similarly sized fixed horizontal/elevator combination. These two features allow a smaller stabilator to be used for the same amount of stability and control than would be required with a conventional horizontal tail and elevator. When pilots trim an airplane with a stabilator, what they are actually doing is moving the position of the triangle in Figure 2 so that the surface assumes the angle of attack needed to generate the necessary tail load with the anti-servo tab in the faired position. This is usually accomplished by a jackscrew or a heavy-duty electric servo. Whatever method is used, it’s extremely important that the trim system be irreversible, meaning that the trian70 NOVEMBER 2003



gle in Figure 2 can’t move without pilot input or due to loss of the trim cable or power to the electric servo. As with most design features, the stabilator has some drawbacks. It’s usually balanced around the hinge line, requiring more weight than that required to balance elevators— especially if the weights are not attached to a long arm. When I was building the stabilator for my Thorp Sky Scooter, it felt like I was installing barbells in the leading edge! As a result, stabilators are usually heavier per square foot of area than a conventional tail. This may not result in a heavier tail, though, since the stabilator will likely have less area. The second drawback is that they may be more flutter prone. Stabilators are usually either a onepiece surface with a hole cut in the center to allow it to rotate on the fuselage, or a two-piece arrangement using a tubular spar. The tubular spar plugs into a hole in the fuselage, which then allows the stabilator halves to rotate. It may be more difficult to make this type as stiff in torsion as the first type, and this can contribute to flutter. The Thorp T-18 had this type of stabilator arrangement and experienced two fatal accidents due to flutter back in the 1960s. John Thorp engaged in a rigorous test program to resolve the problem and did come up with an appropriate fix. For design purposes, Table 1 provides some guidelines for prelimi-



The V-Tail If you asked pilots to name an airplane with a V-tail, the likely answer would be the Bonanza. The first Vtailed airplanes appeared in the 1930s, but it wasn’t until Beechcraft introduced the Bonanza in 1946 that this type of tail was seen in large numbers. As with the stabilator, NACA engineers researched this tail type during WWII. Beechcraft also did testing of a V-tail during the war on their AT-10 twin-engine trainer. Beech’s testing (as well as NACA’s) showed that the control characteristics of the V-tail could be made comparable to a conventional tail. Wind tunnel testing also indicated that a V-tail has about 40 percent less interference drag than a conventional tail arrangement. Interference drag is caused when two or more objects are joined together. This juncture can result in the air separating locally, leading to a dramatic increase in drag. Fillets are often used to reduce or eliminate separation. A conventional tail has three joints compared to two of the V-tail, hence the reduction in drag. Beech’s original design studies indicated that using the V-tail on the Bonanza saved an estimated 20 pounds and increased speed 3 mph. There were also manufacturing advantages due to a reduced part count (no separate vertical fin and rudder). This is partially offset, though, by the added complexity of having to use a mixer in the control system so the elevators will move in opposite directions when the pilot pushes on the rudder pedals and in the same direction when the con-



trol stick is moved fore and aft. The V-tail accomplishes the work of a horizontal and vertical tail by having the two surfaces inclined at a large enough angle to provide the necessary directional stability. Its planform area will be about the same as the combined area of a separate horizontal and vertical tail arrangement. The V-tail dihedral angle is usually between 30 and 40 degrees, with a low-wing airplane having a dihedral angle closer to 30 degrees and a high-wing airplane needing closer to 40. For example, the Bonanza started with 30 degrees of V-tail dihedral, but eventually changed it to 33 degrees to increase its directional stability. Although the V-tail can provide adequate stability, it does behave differently in turbulent air. When the airplane experiences a horizontal or unsymmetrical gust on the tail, it results in a change in both pitch and yaw. This is because of the



Like other configurations, the T-tail has benefits and drawbacks.



V-tail dihedral angle. A change in load on the tail will have both a horizontal and vertical component. This causes the tail to wag around a bit before it dampens out. Some designers like to mount the V-tail inverted, like Molt Taylor did on his Mini-IMP. One benefit that this arrangement has over the upright configuration is that when the rudders are deflected, they tend



to roll the airplane into the direction that the airplane is being yawed. The inverted configuration also has some downsides depending on the airplane configuration, and those interested in this arrangement should see Reference 5 for more details. Finally, a V-tail may take more effort to debug than a conventional tail. The V-tail alone accounted for
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about 12 percent of the total development cost of the Bonanza!



The T-Tail The T-tail configuration has become more commonplace in the last 30 years. Like other tail types, it has benefits and drawbacks. Many corporate jets use a T-tail so the horizontal tail is clear of the fuselagemounted engine nacelles. Most modern sailplanes use a T-tail, too, which hopefully keeps the horizontal tail above the vegetation or other obstacles during an off-airport landing. Some seaplanes have a pylonmounted engine above the fuselage, and using a T-tail may allow the horizontal tail to be located directly in the prop blast. The T-tail also has several aerodynamic benefits. Recalling our discussion about Figure 1, the vertical spacing between the wing and horizontal tail has an effect on the rate of change of downwash. We would like this rate to be as low as possible, since a lower rate of change of downwash means a smaller horizontal tail is required for a desired level of stability. Using a T-tail on a low-wing airplane will provide greater vertical separation than if the horizontal tail is mounted on the fuselage. Conversely, using a Ttail on a high-wing airplane may not provide any greater vertical separation than if the tail is mounted on the fuselage. The second aerodynamic benefit was alluded to earlier; using a T-tail arrangement gets the horizontal tail out of the wake of the fuselage and results in a higher dynamic pressure ratio at the tail (when there are no power effects). This advantage is somewhat offset when the horizontal tail is downstream of the propeller and thus experiences the extra dynamic pressure from the propwash. The third aerodynamic benefit of the T-tail is that the horizontal surface acts like an end plate on the vertical tail. This increases the effective aspect ratio of the vertical tail by 72
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about 40 percent, which means that for the same level of directional stability, a smaller tail can be used. The first T-tail drawback is a complicated control linkage, because the elevator cables or pushrods must change direction to travel up the vertical fin. Extra parts mean more weight, cost, and parts to build. The second drawback is that the T-tail is often heavier than a conventional tail because the vertical fin must have the strength to support the horizontal tail mounted on top. When the horizontal tail has a downward load on it, it puts the vertical fin in compression and consequently tries to buckle it. The FAA requires that T-tail airplanes undergoing certification have both the maximum horizontal and vertical tail loads applied simultaneously, which will likely require a stronger tail cone. Extra structural material may be required to make the T-tail and tail cone stiff enough to prevent flutter. Also, depending on the horizontal and vertical distance of the tail from the wing, at high angles of attack the horizontal component may experience some of the wing wake, which could affect the control characteristics of the tail. Finally, the high location of the horizontal tail usually puts it out of the propeller slipstream during the takeoff roll. The extra airflow due to the propeller is most prevalent at lower speeds, and the pilot will References 1. Engineering Aerodynamics, Revised Edition, Diehl, Walter, Ronald Press, 1936. 2. “Comparison of Fixed-Stabilizer, Adjustable-Stabilizer and AllMovable Horizontal Tails,” NACA WRL-195, Harmon, Sidney, October 1945. 3. “The New Look in the Turner T-40 and Thorp T-18,” Turner, Eugene and Thorp, John, EAA Sport Aviation, August 1969.



notice that the elevator will not be as effective as it would be if the tail were in the slipstream. An inexperienced pilot may pull back prematurely and cause the airplane to over rotate once the elevator becomes effective. In conclusion, a designer has a variety of tail types in his or her aerodynamic toolbox that can be used on a new design. Each has pros and cons, so use the one that’s best for your design based on your particular needs. The alternative tail types covered in this article may take more flight test development work than a conventional tail arrangement, so keep that in mind when you weigh out all the factors.



Using the Spreadsheet This month’s spreadsheet (click on the EAA Sport Aviation cover and scroll down to the November links) is an expansion of the one posted for Reference 6. The spreadsheet now has three sheets to it. The first one is for conventional and T-tails. The second sheet is for stabilators, and the third V-tails. The spreadsheet now takes into account the vertical separation of the wing and horizontal tail, so those who downloaded the earlier design spreadsheet will want to use this one also because it should give a better downwash estimate. Remember, as with all these spreadsheets, the results you get are only estimates and there is no guarantee with them!



4. “Experimental Verification of a Simplified V-Tail Theory and Analysis of Available Data on Complete Models with V-Tails,” NACA TR-823, Purser, Paul. 5. “The V Tail for Aircraft,” Taylor, Molt, EAA Sport Aviation, December 1988. 6. “Airplane Design 101: Part 3,” Willford, Neal, EAA Sport Aviation, April 2002.
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Painting Your Homebuilt - Size 

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it.










 








Sizing Your Wings - Size 

its many square feet of surface area through ..... fuselage was a circle, you would add the ... tiply by pi to get the circumference. .... justify the title in the column.










 








Installing Your Engine - Size 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho










 








Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.










 








greatplains type 1 V.. - Size 

date he has logged more than 1500 hours of flying time behind VW powered aircraft. Steve is recognized .... 3/8" PIPE TAP AND DRILL. 16. RING COMPRESSOR. 17. SMALL HAMMER. 18. ..... wheel) is pointed to the right. .... Using a black marker, make a ma










 








shuttle valve type: sv25 - Size 

STAINLESS STEEL (316 / 1.4404). SUITABLE FOR LIQUID USE. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES. SHUTTLE VALVE TYPE: SV25. Viton (other materials available ...Missing:










 








Whats Your Iq A Book And Iq Test Petites Plus 

Whats Your Iq A Book And Iq Test Petites Plus (PDF) credit by Huovi S August archived 28 December 2015. ID. 68368bac55 eBook. PDF File: Whats Your Iq A ...










 








Right Sizing Your Engine - Size 

lost,â€� reminds us that you should start an airplane design with three choices within .... well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can.










 








WHATS NEW - Matthieu Benoit 

and letterheads: rules. pat- terns. and shading for forms creation: and storage ... 3220 are fully IBM-compat- ible. run under DOS 2.x and. 3.x using the standard.










 








11mm Size Metal Shaft Type - Farnell 

Rating. Items. Specifications. Operating life. Typical Specifications. Products Line ... 10Â± 7. 3 to 30. 7. 6. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 1,600. 1,200. 1,000. 800. 1,200.










 








Automotive-Based V-Type Aircraft Powerplants - Size 

mountains of Colorado at 20 below ... than one used in stop-and-go driving. ... Complete drive for an installation using a driveshaft to the propeller, such as a ...










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot - Size 

the full travel of the manual controls so as not to re- strict travel which might ..... diameter holes and then using a hand grinder to provide a fairly smooth surface .... instructions on how the system works and how to build, install and operate it










 








Craft & Technique: Servicing Your Spark Plugs - Size 

ting past the intake valve guide or worn (or not broken-in) piston rings. ... Make a scraper from an old hacksaw blade. With a bench grinder create a probe 1/8 ...










 








A Bubble Canopy for Your Homebuilt - Size 

I finally worked up the courage to tackle this project. Actually, Linn deserves the credit for this report since, for the most part, ... a neoprene or rubber gasket seal, then a second sheet of. % in. plywood .... cost me less than $8.00. The finishe










 








PATRON Very easy IN CHOOSING YOUR SIZE 

1234 1312 14W 15 1534 16.2. Dress B (Including Ruffle). 19WA 20W 21W 22W4 24W 26W,. Side length from waist. Shorts C 911 918, 934 10 1034 1118. FRONT FRONT. DEWANT DEWANT. A. A. B. Largeur, a l'ourlet. Haut A (Volant non compris). 76 79 84 87 89 94. 










 








Design and Build Your Own Propeller - Size 

Y may give slightly better high speed and cruising per- formance and would ... rect Shape", gives details on plotting the center of gravity curve, if it is desired to ...










 








Testing Your Homebuilt Pitot-Statics - Size 

a tube placed in the airstream and carried to the airspeed indicator with tubing. ... to supply the free air ambient pressure to the instruments. That would be-easy if the ... The test procedures presented here require no elaborate equipment, and ...










 








TYPE ZJX650, TYPE ZJX740, TYPE ZJX750, TYPE ZJX760, TYPE 

plates or gas burners. • This kettle is for .... Haal altijd de waterkoker van het motorblok ... Controleer of de spanning van het blijft functioneren en er goed uit blijft.










 








TYPE ZJX650, TYPE ZJX740, TYPE ZJX750, TYPE ZJX760, TYPE 

Caution: Do not operate the kettle on an inclined surface. ... appearance and efficiency of your kettle. .... switching off before affecting operation. Refer to ...










 








Part number Type Suitable connectors Wrench size (in ... - HYTEM 

There are three different design of torque wrenches: - Screwdriver type. - Break-over type. - Click type. Liste des produits / Product list : Référence. Part number.










 








Type 5710 Type 5709 Type 5708 

27 avr. 2006 - We hope you enjoy your new Braun shaver. The Braun Freeglider is a shaver which automatically applies a Shaving Conditioner during shaving. The shaver is washable. ... of children. Keep away from sources of ignition - no smoking. .....










 








Type 5736 Type 5738 Type 5739 - braun 

any part of it. Otherwise there is risk of electric shock. .... For electric specifications, see printing on the ..... Modelos 5873/5874 e 5875: A luz de car- regamento ...
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29 fÃ©vr. 2012 - Le premier principe est celui de la masse critique (critical mass) : pour fonctionner, une initiative de consommation collaborative doit attirer ...
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